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Abstract
In this paper we provide a review of credit derivatives, and some of the
tools used to model them. We give a basic introduction to copulas and how
they are used to model the depedence between single name credit derivatives.
We then investigate various features of Gaussian and t copula dependence
using numerical results obtained from Monte-Carlo simulation.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Outline
In this project, we shall examine some dependence structures in Collateralised Debt
Obligations (CDO's) modelled using copulas.
Section 2 provides an introduction to modelling credit risk. It provides a brief
overview of firm value and first passage time models and a more thorough discussion
of intensity models (we will be using intensity models in the modelling of CDO's).
There is also a worked example of calibrating the intensity to market data. It ends
with an introduction to basket credit derivatives.
Section 3 introduces copulas and some of the important results in the theory. It
also describes how copulas may be used to model the dependence in basket credit
derivatives. Section 4 motivates for some particular dependence models we will con-
sider in our numerical modelling. Section 5 describes the numerical implementation
of the model. The results of the model are given in Section 6, and a brief conclusion
in Section 7. Finally, there is an appendix on Poisson processes.
1.2 The development of credit derivatives
Credit risk is ubiquitous in finance. Defaults may be uncommon, but when they do
occur the repurcussions are usually substantial. Thus it is important that market
participants have efficient tools to hedge against (and others to speculate on) such
events. The development of credit derivatives has contributed significantly towards
providing such tools.
Credit derivatives have only seen significant trading volumes in the recent past.
Since large default events are uncommon, opportunities to test the modelling of
such products by analysts have been scant. In the wake of the financial crisis of
2007-2009, credit derivatives have been subject to much scrutiny. In particular, the
Gaussian Copula model for basket contracts, as developed by David Li [19] and
widely adopted by the market [5], has attracted criticism [5].
Estimates for the size of the credit derivatives market have repeatedly surpassed
predictions [3]. Table 1 provides estimates for the total notional value of credit
derivatives:
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Note that many of the notional amounts will never be paid out since the reference
credit event does not always occur during the period of the contract. Thus, the total
settlements that occur will be significantly smaller than the amounts given above.
The growth of credit derivatives has exceeded that of other over-the-counter
(OTC) derivatives for many years. The notional share of the credit derivatives mar-
ket in the global OTC markets grew from 2.5% in 2004 to 6.9% in 2006 [23]. Credit
derivatives volumes grew 73% in 2007 compared to a total OTC derivative growth
of 38% [32]. Hedge funds have been increasingly involved in the credit derivatives
market, as their share of the trading volume doubled from 2004 to 2006 [3]. As the
market for credit derivatives has developed, it has also been streamlined — physical
settlement has been decreasing, with the balance taken up by cash settlement [3].
However, such rapid growth does not seem set to continue. The notional value
of credit derivatives held by US Commerical Banks decreased by 8% in the second
quarter of 2009 [34].
There are many types of credit derivatives being traded. A partial breakdown
of the credit derivatives market into some of its products is given in Table 2:
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Note the change in composition over the years. One reason is that the credit
derivatives market is still fairly young, and new products are constantly being de-
veloped. In particular, we note the development of index trades.
2 Credit Derivatives
2.1 Credit risk
Default risk, or counterparty risk, is a factor in virtually all financial transactions.
Often the net value of the contractual obligations at some time t will be positive for
one party, say A, and negative for the other party, B. Should the contract fail to
close out properly A will incur a loss.
As a simple example, we may consider the case of a zero-coupon bond. Suppose
that at time t = 0, party A buys a bond from party B which matures at time T.
Throughout the interval [0, T], the contract has positive value in A 's portfolio (and
negative in B's portfolio). If, during the interim period [0, T] party B encounters
financial difficulty, it may be unable to honour its contractual obligation to A at
time T. We say B has defaulted. A has incurred a loss caused by the default of B
— thus during the period of the contract, A was exposed to default risk.
Default occurrences are important since the losses involved are a significant pro-
portion of (typically large) notional amounts. As a result, there are a number of
indicators of the risk perceived by the market such as credit spreads and credit
ratings.
Investors purchasing risky bonds face a high risk of default loss, and expect a
greater return in compensation. Hence, the riskier the bond, the higher the return.
The difference between the return on a risky bond and the a riskless bond (typically
a government bond) is known as the credit spread [6]. The credit spread may be
given in terms of yield to maturity or the instantaneous forward rate [6]. Larger
credit spreads are indicative of higher default risk.
Important bonds will typically receive a credit rating from ratings agencies such
as Moody's, Standard and Poor, and Fitch. These are letter grades, such as AAA
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Even if default has not yet occurred, the threat of default can cause an investor
to incur a loss. If an investor has bought corporate bonds from a firm and new
information suggests this firm is more likely to default, the credit spread may increase
- resulting in a loss even if he sells the bonds to another investor before the (likely)
default. We use the term credit risk as a generic term to describe the risk associated
with default events, or the risk associated with changes in credit spreads or credit
ratings.
A credit derivative is derivative whose value depends on some reference credit
risk, whether it be a default event, a change in credit spread, or a change in rating.
Note that the credit derivative itself may be subject to counterparty risk.
2.2 Single name credit default swaps
One of the most popular credit derivatives is the single name credit default swap
(from here on we will refer to them as CDS's). We see in Table 2 that CDS's make
up a large portion of the credit derivatives market. CDS's have been around in a
variety of forms for many years, but it is only recently that CDS's have become a
fairly standard OTC contract. CDS's are very liquid, thus models are not required
to value them but to be consistently calibrated to market CDS quotes [8] - later we
will give an example of calibrating an intensity model to CDS quotes. Before we
describe CDS's, we briefly mention some properties of defaultable bonds.
Defaultable bonds may be corporate bonds, issued by a firm, or sovereign bonds,
issued by a national government (a notable sovereign default was that of Russia in
1998 [12]). When a firm or government defaults, it is unable to fully repay it's debt
and thus, in general, all its creditors will not be fully repaid. In this project we will
differentiate between the quality of the debt, but not the nature of the underlying.
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We again consider the zero-coupon bond example given in Section 2.1, where
A owns a bond issued by B. If B becomes insolvent it may be unable to fully
repay its debt to A. The proportion of its debt that it repays is called the recovery
rate, REC E [0, 1]. If REC = 1 then A incurs no loss at all , while REC = 0
signifies a complete loss to A. The proportional loss is called the loss given default
LGD =1— REC.
A credit default swap (CDS) is an instrument that provides insurance against
the loss incurred by creditors when a firm defaults on its debt. Two parties: A (a
protection seller) and B, (a protection buyer), enter into a contract based on the
risk of default of a reference firm C. B will pay A a (usually quarterly) coupon at
a certain rate, (called the spread or rate) on a notional amount K. In return, if C
defaults, B will receive a payout from A equal to (1 — RECc)K = LGIM.C. The
quarterly amounts paid by B to A is called the premium leg, while the amount paid
by A to B on the event of default is called the protection leg. A is said to be short
protection on C, while B is long protection on C.
In the above situation, B was able to trade away some it's risk exposure on C
to A, and paid A a premium in compensation. Thus CDS's provide a facility for
market participants to trade risk. Due their liquidty, CDS's have become an efficient
tool for trading risk.
There are a number of stipulations in a CDS contract to avoid ambiguity. We
list some of the main variables.
• Reference entity
• The time to maturity of the contract
• The rate/spread that is paid by the protection buyer
• The currency in which payments are to be made
• The determination of the recovery rate
• What constitutes a credit event (triggering the protection payment)
• When will the protection payment be made (assuming a default occurs)
We will speak of the payment dates {T1 < T2 < . . . < Tn}, which are the dates
(in years) at which the premium amounts are paid. In this discussion we will assume
the initial date of the contract to be To = 0. The date of the last payment Tn is
generally the date of maturity: Tn = T. The rate may be paid quarterly over the
entire period of the contract, or until default, this will be stipulated in the contract.
Sometimes the expected discounted premium amounts are converted into an upfront
lump sum. This is especially true for riskier CDS's. There are other variations as
well, where the quarterly rate is a fixed 1% coupon, and an upfront settlement is
made to render the contract fair at inception.
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The currency of payment is usually USD (US dollars) or EU (Euros). There are
a number of possible specifications of what constitutes the credit event, for a full
list of those mentioned in the ISDA 2003 Agreement see the Markit Data Guide
[21]. Here we simply mention two credit events: bankruptcy and restructuring. As
mentioned in [21], the definitions of what constitutes restructuring are controversial
and thus the stipulations need to be very precise. When modelling defaults in this
discussion, we will consider only one type of event as representative of default.
We will be modelling the recovery rate as a given constant. In the market, the
recovery rate may be random. After a firm has defaulted, its assets are usually sold
in an auction conducted by the banks. Note some banks may have a net long or
short protection on a recently defaulted firm. If such a bank were to participate
in the auction, it would have a vested interest in the recovery rate. If it is short
protection it would want the recovery rate to be as high as possible, and vice versa.
The money recovered from the auction is transferred to creditors at some later
date. As an example we detail the recovery rates detailed on three CDS's after
their respective credit events: The Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA);
The Federal Home Loan Mortgage Group (FHMLC), and Washington Mutual Inc.
(WM).
Table 4: Recovery rates for market firms (EDD stands for Event Default Date)
The code SNRFOR stands for Senior Unsecured Debt, Foreign Currency Sovereign
Debt which specifies the type of the underlying. The code XR is a code that speci-
fices what is deemed a credit event. There are four codes: XR, CR, MM and MR.
The more events that fall under a certain code, the more likely a credit event, so
the probability of a protection is payment is higher. Thus the corresponding rates
are also higher.
Since the credit crisis, there has been much deliberation on how to improve the
trading of CDS's. At the moment most trades take place directly between counter-
parties, and thus scope for complete standardisation and monitoring is limited. It
has been proposed that the trading of CDS's should become more centralised. We
refer the reader to Casey [9].
Like most market quotes, CDS's are subject to bid/offer spreads that are usually
determined by the liquidity. We will be examining fairly liquid products, so bid/offer
spreads will be ignored.
Brigo Sz Mercurio [8] discuss a few CDS variations that we shall repeat here: run-
ning CDS (R-CDS), postponed payments running CDS (1) (PR1-CDS), postponed
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payments CDS (2) (PR2-CDS). We assume, as before, that A is the protection seller
and B is the protection buyer on a notional amount K, with recovery rate REC, ma-
turity T and the usual payments grid. For the three running CDS's, if default does
not occur during the contract then the respective cash flows are identical, namely
B pays A a coupon at a predefined rate at the dates T1, T2 , Tn = T. Since there
is no default, A does not make any payments to B. If default occurs at a grid point
T1, then B pays A the premium on each T1, T2, , Ti and A pays B the protection
leg (1 — REC)K at T. If default occurs at time 'T where Ti < < Ti+1 then, the
contracts look exactly the same up to Ti,  after this we have the following variations
in cash flows (time is measured in years)
Of course, cashflows on the same day can be netted. Finally, in an upfront
payment CDS (U-CDS), the present value of the premium leg is calculated and paid
by B to A at the start of the contract.
We will be modelling CDS's using intensity models. Before we do that, we briefly
mention two other methods for modelling default risk.
2.3 Single entity models
2.3.1 Merton firm value approach
Merton's Firm Value Model [24] was one of the first important attempts at mod-
elling defaultable bonds [2, 10]. This model is based on the general Black-Scholes
assumptions [24 no transactional costs or taxes; continuous trading; infinite di-
visibility of assets; unlimited borrowing and lending at a common interest rate so
that each investor may buy as sell as much of any asset as possible; short selling is
permissible; the term structure of interest rates is a flat rate r; the value of the firm
is modelled as a diffusion process:
We would like to estimate the parameters in (1). The total value of the firm is
not actively traded in the market, but the equity of the firm is, and we may use the
share price to infer some behaviour on V(t).
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We consider the evolution of firm's value V(t) and it's debt L(t) over time. If
at time T the firm is required to repay its liabilities due on that date, L(T), but its
total value is too low: V(T) < L(T)), then we say the firm has defaulted. Thus,
at time T, the firm pays to creditors min(V(T), L(T)). This is equivalent to saying
that when the firm issues debt, it retains a call option to buy back the debt for the
value of the firm at the future date T. We may also formulate this by assuming the
firm buys a put option from its creditors allowing it to sell its total assets at T to
creditors for the price of the total debt is has issued[2]. If we ignore seniority of debt
and assume the firm is able to liquidate all its assets at the fair price, we will have
a recovery rate REC = vi,M.
We use this put option characterisation to model the value of a defaultable bond
Pd(t, T) (the value at t of a unit notional defaultable bond issued by the firm) using
the usual Black-Scholes option pricing formula. The value of the defaultable bond
Pd is given by:
P(t, T) is the value of the riskless unit bond at t that matures at T, while p (t)
is the value of european put option with maturity T on a unit notional of the firm
value V with strike K = 1. According to the Black-Scholes formula we have:
where ø(x) is the value of the cumulative standard normal distribution at x, and
d is given by:
The basic Merton model is quite limited. It assumes that all debt has the same
maturity date, and that default may only be decided on this date. It does not
make allowances for debt seniority. Furthermore, even if a firm has sufficient assets
to cover its debt, liquidity problems may render it unable to repay its creditors
timeously [2].
In his paper [24], Merton extended the model to include callable coupon bonds.
A number of other extensions have been made over the years, we refer the reader to
Amman [2] and Bielecki Sz Rutkowski [6] for more details.
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2.3.2 First passage time models
First passage time models are a fairly natural extension of Merton's original model,
and were introduced by Black and Cox [7]. Again we consider the firm value V(t),
and now we introduce a time dependent barrier b(t). The assumption is that default
occurs on the first occasion that V(t) crosses the barrier b(t). We see that this easily
allows us to model an arbitrary default time. Each model also specifies a recovery
rate that can be made to fit bond covenants, banktruptcy costs and taxes[6]. We
can obtain Merton's model from the first passage time framework by setting:
There have been a great many first passage time models discussed in the lit-
erature, any reasonable guess for the barrier process and the recovery rate leads
to a new model. For list of some first passage time models and their respective
parameterisations we refer the reader to Amman [2] and Bielecki & Rutkowski [6].
Firm value and first passage time models are classified as structual models. They
model the asset/liability structure of the firm parametrically, and once they have
estimated the parameters of the asset/liability dynamics they are used to make
inferences on the likelihood of default. Intensity models — introduced in the next
chapter, and the models we will be focusing on in this discussion — take another
approach. Instead of focusing on the specifics of the firm, they assume that default
is driven by an exogenous variable that is completely hidden from the market. Given
this exogenous variable, intensity models proceed to add dependence on the market
data by a suitable transformation.
2.3.3 Intensity models
In intensity models, the time of default of a firm is driven by a jump process. Usually
it is modelled as the first jump time of a Poisson process. We assume a basic
familiarity with Poisson processes here. For an outline of Poisson processes the
reader may consult the appendix.
The first formal continuous-time intensity model appears in Jarrow and Turnbull
[2], where they start by modelling default in discrete time and extend it to the
continuous setting [18]. As mentioned in the last section, the variable driving the
time of default T > 0 is assumed to be completely exogenous to observable economic
variables such as interest rates and share prices. Formally, we define the default
time as:
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where NA(t)(t) is a Poisson process with intensity, or hazard rate A(t) > 0 defined
Vt > 0 (we will always be assuming that t > 0). Note how our initial step is to
bypass the firm dynamics of V(t). For this reason, intensity models are also referred
to as reduced form models.
A useful function related to the intensity process A(t) is the cumulated intensity
process, or cumulated hazard rate, A(t) given by:
Note that since we assumed A(t) is strictly positive, it follows that A(t) is strictly
increasing. We also assume that A([O, oo)) = [0, oo) (so T < oo a. ․). In this dis-
cussion we will assume A(t) is piecewise continuous, and thus A(t) will be piecewise
differentiable. The intensity process A(t) is an indicator of how likely default is at
time t — for small h the probability of default during [t, t h] is approximately equal
to A(t)h, hence the term 'hazard rate'. The cumulated intensity process A(t) is a
measure of the likelihood that default occurs before t.
The only concern when setting up a first jump time intensity model is to de-
termine the dynamics of A(t). Once we have specified the dynamics of A(t) the
distribution of the default time is uniquely determined (not always in closed form).
As mentioned earlier, since CDS's are very liquid, we usually need to calibrate the
intensity process so that the implied fair rates match the market quotes. Perhaps the
simplest choice for the intensity process (that can still be calibrated to the market)
is to make it piecewise constant. We shall provide an example of such a calibration
in the next section.
The distribution function for T is given by:
Since A(t) is strictly increasing and has range [0, oo), it has a unique inverse
A'(t). If we set = AN, then e has a standard exponential distribution:
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Thus if we wish to simulate a random sample from T we can simulate a standard
exponential random variable and transform it appropriately:
The right hand side of (3) is differentiable almost everywhere and induces a
measure tt, that is absolutely continuous with respect to the usual Lebesgue measure.
Since we have already used A as our intensity process, we let 7 denote the Lebesgue
measure on R  The density function/Radon-Nikodym derivative is given by:
which is uniquely defined almost everywhere, so that for A c [0, oo) and f
defined on A:
(6) will be our main tool in pricing CDS's. Now assume r is a random variable
on the usual probability space (Q, ,F, IP). Recall the no-arbitrage pricing formula for
a contingent claim:
• Given a contingency claim X paying an amount XT at T, the value of X at
time 0 is given by:
where (St)0<t<7, is a numeraire and Es[.] is the expectation under the associ-
ated equivalent martingale measure Q.
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Usually the numeraire chosen is the risk free asset Bt where Bo = 1, so that:
We will be making use of the risk neutral pricing formula (7) to value the premium
and protection legs of a running single name CDS (R-CDS). We make the following
assumptions:
• We have the expected values of the discount factors E[D(0, t)] = P(0, t) for all
0 < t < T where T is the maturity of the CDS we are pricing.
• We have the risk neutral distribution of the default time 7- — i.e. we are
modelling A(t) under the risk neutral measure
• T is independent of interest rates
We let lA denote the indicator function, i.e.
We will determine the present value of the protection and premium legs, X and
Y of a RCDS on a notional of K with constant recovery rate REC, premium rate
R, and a payments grid [0 = To < T1 < ... < TT, = T ] .
 We start with the protection
leg.
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If default occurs at time T < T, then the protection leg payment K(1 — REC) is
also made at time r. If T > T then no payment is made. Thus the (undiscounted)
payoff X' is given by
Taking the discounted expectation of X' with respect to the risk neutral measure
we have:
(using the linearity of E). We let 6x(A) denote the Dirac measure:
and we have the usual distributional relation for 6x and x E A:
We can change the order of integration by Fubini's theorem since (Q,,F,P) and
([0, oo), B([0, oo), 7) are a-finite, and the integrand is non-negative. Also, we make
use of our assumption that default time is independent of the interest rate to factorise
our expectations. Note that for the interval [s, s ± ds) there is an s* E [s, s ± ds)
such that:
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where P(0, t) is the current expected value of unit notional, risk free, zero coupon
bond with maturity t. Extending this analysis to the premium leg requires a change
in the indicator function, and an appropriate weighting of the annual rate R. If
T E Ti+1], we make the full rate payments K(1 — REC)R(Tk — Tk_i) for all
Tk < Ti and one final payment R(T — Ti). So the undiscounted payoff Y' is given
by:
We use the same argument as before, remembering that terms of the form
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Similar calculations may be used for determining the fair rates for the postponed
running CDS's (PR1-CDS, PR2-CDS). We shall use (8) and (9) when applying our
model to market data.
2.3.4 Calibrating the intensity to CDS market data
We now consider the problem of using the market rates of a CDS to obtain a risk
neutral intensity process. We list the assumptions made:
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This process will usually be computationally intensive. A root finding method
will need to evaluate the function F a number of times to find an approximation of
the root, and each call it makes will require the numerical evaluation of the definite
integrals. Depending on the interpolation method of the term structure and the
specification of the Yi-:(t)  's, evaluating the integrands (which themselves include the
definite integral from the cumulated intensity) may also be costly.
One obvious method to speed computation is to keep a running total of the Xi 's,
and the factors of the Ri's so that we don't recalculate the same integrals each time
the root finding method evaluates the difference Xi — Yi Web should also choose
(t) 's that are easy to integrate.
Intensity processes were calibrated for single name CDS data. The details are as
follows:
• The intensity processes were assumed to be piecewise constant
17
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• Quotes were obtained for some running CDS's that formed part of the CDX.NA.IG.9-
V3 index on 30 October 2009
• The zero coupon bond prices were also obtained on this date
• The term structure was calculated using simple linear interpolation on the
bond prices
• The recovery rate is a determinstic 40%
• Settlement occurs on the same day as default
• The day count was the actual calendar days (the daycount convention will
make little different to our calculations)
The (risk neutral) calibrated intensities obtained, in basis points, are listed below:
Table 5: Piecewise risk neutral constant intensities (bps) calibrated to 30 October
2009
For low risk companies, the intensity tends to increase over time. We may
account for this by noting that the further into the future we look, the more uncertain
the state of the company. The clear outlier in the above table is MBI-InsCorp. It
appears a default is imminent. If a firm is about to default, trade on the long term
CDS's may cease all together, so that current CDS prices are not up to date. This
may account for the decline in intensitiy of MBI-InsCorp after 2012.
2.4 Basket credit derivatives
While a single name CDS references a single debt instrument, a basket credit deriva-
tive references multiple debt instruments. Perhaps the simplest example of a basket
18
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product is a first to default swap (FtD). Again, we have A selling protection, and B
buying protection, but this time we have a number of reference entities C1, C2, • • • , Cn
with default times 7-1, y2, , Tn. The cash flows are exactly the same as those for a
single name CDS except that the default event is defined as the first time that any
one of the firms in the basket defaults:
If B has exposure to debt issued by any (or all) of the Ci's, then a FtD allows
B to hedge against this risk.
We can say immediately that the fair rate for the first to default swap RFtD
should be at least as high as the individual CDS rates:
since the protection leg payment of the FtD is always greater than or equal to
the protection leg payment of each of the component CDS's. Clearly RFID depends
on the joint distribution of the ri's. If there is perfect dependence between the ri's,
so that knowing any one of them implies we know the rest, then for each w E we
would have a minimum default time Tn, E (r1, 72, • • •
and RFID = Rm. If dependence is negative between the default times, then we
are likely to have at least one default occurring early, so that RFtr) will be much
higher than the individual Ri's. If the dependence is positive, then the individual
default times will be similar, and RFtp will be similar to the Ri's. Now we consider
collateralised debt obligations (CDO's).
A CDO is an asset-backed security formed by taking a number of bonds from ref-
erence entities C1, C2, . , Cn with respective notionals N1, N2, . , Nn and pooling
them into a large composite portfolio where each bond has a weighting wi:
where NcDo = Ni is the total notional of the CDO. Shares in the CDO are
then sold off to investors, so that each unit notional (kip° owned may be decomposed
as:
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where Ui is a unit notional of the debt issued by Ci  Thus (assuming no other
costs) the investor will receive coupons/notional amounts from each Ci that are
weighted by wi, similarly a unit notional of the CDO will have a default exposure:
where RECi is the recovery rate of Ci (we assume it is constant). Furthermore,
a seniority structure is usually imposed on the CDO by tranching it into several
portions, each with a different risk to exposure. This is done by considering a set
of attachment points 0 = ao < al < < æm 1, and the tranches are defined by
the intervals [ao, ad, [ai, a2], , am].
Assume we have the ordered default times y1 < T2 < ...Tn. We let i(Tk)
denote the index of the kth reference entity with to default, so that Ti(Tk) Tk• In
this setting, investors with a unit notional share in the first (most junior) tranche
[ao, ail will incur losses:
at each yi until the tranche is completely wiped out i.e. until /1 = 1. After
the first tranche has been wiped out, the second tranche will incur losses with each
subsequent default. If we let l denote the total loss to the ith tranche by the kth
default, then:
until l2 = 1. An example is a bit more transparent. We consider the total
cumulated loss per tranche given the total cumulated loss to the portfolio at times
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Table 6: Example of losses per tranche
The junior tranches are exposed to more risk, since they are the first to absorb
default losses. In contrast, the senior tranches are only affected if there are a large
number of defaults in the portfolio. Thus investors in the junior tranches will receive
a higher rate of return in compensation for the exta risk.
More recently, synthetic CDO's have been created. Here there is no underlying
pool of assets. Instead, its cashflows are determined by a hypothetical mix of single
name CDS's. One party receives premium payments on each tranche, and in return
it will make protection payments on the proportional losses to each tranche.
The last few years has seen the rapid development of index trades (see Table 2).
Here standardised mixes of CDS's are set up managed by the index company, and
market participants can trade on the index. Market participants seeking protection
will pay a premium amount on a certain index, while participants looking to sell
protection will receive the premiums. If there is a loss to the tranche the protection
sellers will have to make payments to the protection buyers. The two main CDO
indices are the CDX (North America) and iTraxx indices (Europe), managed by the
Markit Group.
3 Copulas
3.1 History
The word copula is taken from latin where it means 'link' or 'join', and is used
by linguists to denote a verb that joins together the subject and complement of a
sentence. Early traces of copulas can be found in the 1940's. Wassily Hoeffding
introduced standard bivariate distributions on [-1, x '2--] as early as 1940
[26]. Many results about copula's arose from the study of probability metrics and
t-norms, as suggested by Karl Menger as a generalisation of metric spaces in 1942
[28]. Some t-norms may be used as copulas on R2 and vice versa.
The term 'copula' was first used in a mathematical context by Abe Sklar to
describe a class of functions featured in his eponymous theorem in 1959. He used
the term to describe functions that could be used to couple univariate distribution
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functions on R to create multivariate distribution functions on R.
3.2 Outline
We will list some of the important results in the theory of copulas. Statements
of these results may be found in most introductory texts, such as Nelsen [26] and
Cherubini [11]. For an introduction, the reader is advised to consult Nelsen [26]
who provides proofs of these results for the 2-dimensional case — from which a good
intuition may be developed.
Since copulas defined on the unit square [0,1] x [0, 1] admit easy visualisation as
surfaces in R3, the text provides such figures where appropriate.
We be working with random variables assuming values in R i.e. their support is
the whole real line. Random variables will be written in uppercase, e.g. X, and the
associated measure and distributions function as btx and Fx respectively. Vectors
will be written in bold, e.g. x, with 0 and 1 representing the zero and unit vectors
respectively. A vector of random variables will be denoted X. Although we have
already used 1A(x) as the indicator function, the context will remove any ambiguity.
As we will often encounter the limiting behaviour of functions Fx(x) as x ±oo,
we introduce the extended real line R = R U {—oo, opal (we may also consider the
extended real plane R2 etc.). We extend Fx in a natural fashion:
The image/range of a function F well be denoted F(S) where S is the domain
of F.
When working with general points in rin we shall typically use x and y. When
considering vectors restricted to the unit n-hypercube (which is the domain of the
n-dimensional copula) we shall typically use u and v, since u and v are commonly
used to denote percentiles in the literature.
We also intoduce some convenient notation as used by Schoenbiicher Siz Schubert
[30]. We let:
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A plot of this distribution function is given in Figure 1. This distribution function
is of particular importance in the study of copulas, as we shall see later.
The uniform random variable is a an example of a continuous random variable:
Definition 3.3. We say that a random variable X is continuous if and only if the
associated distribution function Fx is continuous (under the usual Euclidian norm).
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3.4 Some useful results
We now define some useful properties of functions on re. ' . Since we will be dealing
with functions with similar domain and range, we define this class of functions for
24
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Since the number of margins is finite, if they are all continuous it follows that
H will also be continuous. So if we have a vector of continuous random variables,
their joint distribution function will be continuous.
We now formalise distribution functions on re.
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where 11.11 is the usual Euclidian norm, it follows that n is a Lipschitz constant
for C'. Hence C' is Lipschitz continuous, and thus absolutely continuous. It follows
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that C' is differentiable almost everywhere. In this discussion we shall be dealing
exclusively with differentiable copulas except when we use the Fréchet-Hoeffding
bounds. A differentiable n-copula C(u) admits a density so that:
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The bounds on C' in Theorem 3.15 are called the Fréchet-Hoeffding lowerbound
and Fréchet-Hoeffding upperbound, and are denoted W(u) and M(u) respectively.
We provide illustations of these surfaces for the 2-copula in figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2: The Frechet-Hoeffding lower bound z = W(ui, u2)
Figure 3: The Frechet-Hoeffding upper bound z = M(ui, u2)
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For the arbitrary n-dimensional case, M has support on the diagonal 1 .t (0 < t <
1) which corresponds to perfect positive dependence between random variables. In
the two-dimensional case, W has support on the diagonal (t, 1 — t), 0 < t < 1 which
corresponds to perfect negative dependence. We note that negative dependence
cannot be arbitrarily extended to higher dimensions due to alternating signs. M is
a copula for all n, while W is only a copula for n = 2. However, for n > 2, for each
U in the n-hypercube there exists a an n-copula C such that W(u) = C(u) [26].
Another important copula is the product copula II(u) = Fr 1 ui which corre-
sponds to independence of random variables [26] — see figure 4.
Figure 4: The product copula z = II(ui, u2)
3.7 Sklar's Theorem
Sklar's Theorem is a central result in the study of copulas. It demonstrates a
correspondence between copulas and joint distribution functions.
Theorem 3.16. (Sklar)
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is a joint distribution function on lin with 1-dimensional margins F1, F2 , F.
2. Conversely, suppose that H is an n-dimensional distribution function with
margins F1, F2 , Fn . Then there exists a unique subcopula C' : fl Fi (R) -4
[0, 1] such that
If all the Fi's are continuous, then C' is a copula. Otherwise, C' is a subcopula that
can be extended to a copula C such that C (u) = C' (u) for all u in 117_1 Fi(R).
Proof. See Moore & Spruill [25]
The first part of Sklar's theorem allows us to create joint distribution functions
given an arbitrary set of n continuous random variables, each with its own marginal
distribution: Given a continuous random variable X, we use the probability integral
transform to set Y = Fx (X). Then we have Y takes on values in [0, 1] , and for each
right inverse Fj-c-1 of Fx:
Which means Y U(0, 1). So we apply the respective distribution function to
each random variable, and we join the resulting U(0, 1) random variables using a
copula. In this way we can couple any combination of continuous random variables,
be they normal, exponential, log-normal etc. This will prove useful in the Monte-
Carlo section, where we need to produce draws from a joint distribution function.
The second part of Sklar's theorem shows that given a joint distribution func-
tion, we know that we can always decompose it into the individual margins and a
dependence structure as given by the associated copula. The copula is independent
of the margins, so that we may think of a joint distribution as being made up of two
parts: the dependence structure (the copula), and the univariate margins.
3.8 Examples
We have already mentioned some important copulas, such as the Frechet-Hoeffding
upperbound M, and the lowerbound W (only a copula in the 2-dimensional case),
as well as the product copula H. There are also many copula families that are used
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extensively. These families are usually indexed by one more parameters. Here we
list some important copula families that are widely used.
Perhaps the most recognisable copula in finance is the Guassian copula — one of
the early proponents of its application to modelling default dependence was Li [19].
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Figure 5: Density for the 2-Gaussian copula with p = 0.6
Figure 6: Density for the 2-Gaussian copula with p = -0.6
Closely related to the Gaussian copula is the t copula, based on the Student-t
distribution.
Example 3.18. Let t(x) represent the standard univariate t distribution with v
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Figure 7: Level curves for the 2-Gaussian copula density with p = 0.5
The multivariate normal and t distributions are examples of a elliptical distribu-
tions. In the n-dimensional case, the level surfaces of the multvariate densities are
hyper-ellipses in Rn. Copulas constructed from elliptical distributions, such as the
Gaussian and t copulas, are called elliptical copulas. See Embrechts et al [14] for
more details.
Finally we mention an important class of copulas — the so-called Archimedean
copulas. Before discussing these copulas we introduce some necessary concepts.
Definition 3.20. A function f :R R is said to be completely monotonic if
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3.9 Tail dependence
Much work has been done in financial modelling on extreme events. Often the
distributions of financial variables have heavy tails, so that extreme events occur
relatively frequently. Given two random variables X1 and X2, the tail dependence
is an indicator of how likely we are to observe an extreme value in the one variable,
given that we have already observed an extreme value in the other variable.
We define bivariate tail dependence as follows:
Definition 3.25. Let (X1, X2) be continuous random variables with distribution
functions Fxi and FX2 respectively. A bivariate distribution is said to have upper
tail depedence if and only if
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Where Au is called the coefficient of upper tail dependence and AL the coefficient
of lower tail dependence. We see that bivariate tail dependence is independent of
the margins since we are using the probability integral transform of each variable.
It follows that bivariate tail dependence is completely determined by the copula of
X1 and X2. We have the following formula for calculating bivariate tail dependence:
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The 2-gaussian copula has no tail dependence (except in the degenerate case
when p = 1) , while the t copula has both upper and lower tail dependence which
is decreasing in the degrees of freedom [14]. Indeed, as we increase the degrees of
freedom, the t distribution approaches the normal distribution, so we would expect
this to happen. As a practical example, we provide a plot of random draws from
the Gaussian and t copulas:
Figure 8: 5000 random draws from the 2-Gaussian copula with p = 0.5
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Figure 9: 5000 random draws from the 2-t copula with v = 2 and p = 0.5
Note how Figure 9 exhibits clustering near (0, 0) and (1, 1) when compared to
Figure 8, indicative of the upper and lower tail dependence of the t copula.
Tail dependence in the 2-dimensional case has been discussed extensively in
statistics literature [20]. Suggestions have been made for an extension of tail depen-
dence to the general n-dimensional case. We mention one suggestion given by Li
[20]:
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Since we will not be investigating the theory of multivariate tail dependence, we
perform simple numerical test to see how frequently extreme values tend to occur
together.
We consider the 50-Gaussian and 50-t copulas with all the elements off the main
diagonal of E set to a common value p = 0.5. We consider the distribution of the
number of the number of extreme scalars observed in each vector draw. We ignore
the cases of 0 or 1 extreme observations since these will affect the scale of the plots
too much. We take as our definition of extreme event as the probability that one of
the components of our vector is less than 0.05. The results are in Figure 10.
We see the distribution for the Gaussian copula concentrated on the left with a
small tail on the right. In constrast, the distribution for the t copula has a heavy
tail.
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3.10 Modelling basket credit risk
Now suppose we have a basket credit derivative who's cashflows depend on n ref-
erence credits with default times T = (71, 72, • • • 77,) with continuous distribution
functions F1, F2, . , Fn. For modeling basket credit risk, we need to model the joint
distribution HT of the default times of the basket components. Sklar's theorem
allows us a shortcut if we set:
1. Model the individual default times independently of one another
2. Create a a joint distribution using a copula
This is exactly the approach we shall take in our model. Note that applying
the copula leaves the individual default distributions intact. So that if we have
calibrated some single name CDS's, we will not lose this calibration if we join them
using a copula.
4 The model
4.1 Setup
We will consider tranches of various seniority in a CDO, where the individual default
times (unconditioned on any extra information) are similar. We will investigate the
properties of each tranche as we vary the dependence structure as modelled by an
appropriate copula.
A strong dependence in the default times may be caused by macroeconomic
variables such as commodity prices, interest rates, or housing prices.
4.2 Monte-Carlo approach
To determine the fair rates for the tranches, we use Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.
Important papers on analytic and semi-analytic methods have been developed for
pricing certain copula models [17]. Compared to these methods, MC simulation is
very computationally intensive. However the MC method is very general, so that
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we may extend a basic implementation to model almost any dependence structure
and marginal distributions (assuming we have the appropriate simulation methods).
Furthermore, a full MC implementation provides us with an error estimate for
our results. The results of other (non-analytic) faster algorithms with no error
estimates are often tested against MC results to see if they are producing accurate
estimates.
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Once determined for a particular dependence structure, the Cholesky decompo-
sition L remains the same for all the simulations, thus it makes sense to determine
L outside of the main MC loop. This may be achieved in Octave by making the
Cholesky decomposition a persistent variable in the corresponding function, and
resetting the variable after each new set of MC parameters. In Section 3.8 we men-
tioned that for the Gaussian and t copulas, U and 1 — U are identically distributed.
Thus for each draw u we obtain from these copulas, we immediately have another
draw 1 — u.
There are more general methods for inverting copulas, such as the conditional
distribution approach. Generally, the more general the method the slower it is,
and for MC simulation we need efficient methods. One efficient method for gen-
erating random draws from particular multivariate distributions based on Laplace
transforms was developed by Marshall Sz Olkin [22].
4.4 Obtaining the default times from copula percentiles
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4.6 Program specification
A MC CDO model was implemented in Octave, an open source interpreted language
that supports most Matlab functions. Usually, vector implementations run faster
than explicit for and while loops. However, for large MC simulations, it becomes
impractical to store all the scenarios in one array due to memory constraints.
The MC implementation allows the user to specify:
• The number of obligors
• A vector of notionals
• A vector of recovery rates
• A function for producing the n-dimensional percentile draws
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• A vector function for inverting the percentile to obtain default times
• A discount factor function
• A vector of tranche attachment points
• Maturity of the contract
• The number of payments per year
On completion the function returns
• The mean discounted loss per tranche and standard error
• The mean fair rates and standard error
5 Results
In our setup, the following parameters remain constant for each model tested:
• The term structure is assumed to be a flat 3%
• The maturity of the contract was fixed at 5 years
• We have 50 obligors each with a constant hazard rate of 2% and recovery rate
50%
The dependence was modelled using 50-Gaussian copulas and 50-t copulas with
2 degrees of freedom. The correlation coefficient was varied and the results recorded.
The most notable difference between figures 11 and 12 is the expected loss on
the most junior tranche (0-3%) for small correlations. We see that at p = 0 it is
approximately 0.9 in Figure 11, and 0.55 in Figure 12. From the fixed intensity, we
have for each default time:
Thus, default during the contract is approaching an extreme event, so we would
expect the t copula to have more such events due to it's tail dependence. However,
the fact that the tranche is so junior is important.
Since the most junior tranche only absorbs the first 3% of the loss, it is only
affected by the first 3 defaults (each obligor has 0.02 share in the CDO, and the
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recovery rate is 0.5). If we look at Figure 10 in Section 3.9, we see that while the t
copula has a heavier tail to the right, the Gaussian copula has more samples in bins
2 and 3 (we did not include bins 0 and 1 in that plot). So we expect the events of
2 or 3 defaults (and probably 1 as well), to occur more frequently for the Guassian
than the t-copula. Hence the larger expected loss. Also, the flat 3% term structure
will not devalue future payoffs a great deal in a 5 year contract.
Figure 11: Discounted expected tranche losses for the Gaussian copula (10 000
simulations)
Note that for the more senior tranches, the behaviour is similar for each copula.
In the degenerate case where p = 1, we have perfect dependence, and the tranches
face the exact same risk, except for the most senior tranche. Since the recovery rate
is 50%, the largest possible loss the most senior tranche can suffer is 20/70 r'z-, 0.29,
which is the ratio between its own loss and that of the other tranches at p = 1.
We see quite different behaviour in the fair rates for the 0 — 3% and 15 — 30%
tranches in figures 13 and 14. The fact that the rate for the 15 — 30% tranche only
starts to significantly increase after about p = 0.6 may be an indicator that we need
to pass some minimum threshold of dependence before significant numbers (16 or
more) of defaults occur that can impact the 15 — 30% tranche.
The standard errors of the fair rate calculations were fairly high (even for large
numbers of simulations) so we should be cautious when analysing these results.
These large standard errors may be attributed to the fact that an early loss to a
tranche results in the notional decreasing very quickly, so the rate payment is only
made on the full notional for a short space of time. So there is a very strong inverse
relationship between the time of tranche loss and the fair rate. A few very early
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Figure 12: Discounted expected tranche losses for the t copula (10 000 simulations)
default times can increase the sample variance significantly, while extremely for large
default times we are rounding down to 5 years, so that tail of the distribution is
trimmmed.
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Figure 13: Fair rate and absolute error on the 0-3% tranche for the Gaussian copula
(10 000 simulations)
Figure 14: Fair rate and absolute error on the 15-30% tranche for the Gaussian
copula (10 000 simulations)
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Figure 15: Fair rates on the 15-30% tranche for the Gaussian and t copulas (10 000
simulations)
Figure 15 shows the t copula has a higher rate for the 15 — 30% tranche. Again,
if we refer to Figure 10, we see that from bin 16 onwards the t copula has more
samples. Furthermore, the t copula is more likely to produce very early default
times, which as mentioned earlier correspond to very high rates.
6 Conclusion
We have seen how the different characteristics of copulas, such as tail dependence,
are significant factors when modelling CDO's, especially the more senior tranches.
Investors must be wary that they do not underestimate the dependence structure
in a CDO, since strong dependence may yield even very senior tranches vulnerable
to credit risk. The numerical implementation used in this project can be easily
extended to include:
• Random recovery rates
• Different interest rate models (and relaxing the assumption of independence
between default and interest rates)
• The restructuring of the CDO after defaults (as is typical of CDO indices)
• Modelling delay of the protection leg payment
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• Stochastic intensity processes
Furthermore, we don't have to use one copula for the entire dependence structure.
We could model the dependence of some obligors using one copula, and those of
the others using another. This could be used to characterise a CDO where the
underlyings fall into fairly distinct market segments.
One weakness of the MC approach was the high standard error often witnessed
with the fair rates, and a lengthy computation time.
One problem with the underlying static copula approach used in this discussion
is that it does not allow for dynamic updating of default probabilities. Extensions
and alternatives to the basic copula approach may be found in Schöenbucher and
Schubert [30], Graziano and Roger [16].
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7 Appendix A - Poisson processes
The purpose of this appendix is to provide a brief outline of Poisson processes and
their properties, since they feature prominently in intensity models.
Definition 7.1. Given a sequence of events occuring at various times, we may form
the associated counting process N(t) (t > 0) that represents the number of events
occuring before t. We list the properties of N(t):
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